
L i m i t e d  e d i t i o n  A r t i s t  t- s h i r t  s e r i e s

epitomizing a perfect match – the marriage of creativity, forward thinking, and above all doing 

things with a distinct level of integrity and pride – rVCA, in conjunction with famed italian 

bicycle company Cinelli, is proud to present Pressure.

 

Undoubtedly two of the most discerning design houses of our time, rVCA and Cinelli have  

collaborated with an exceptional list of renowned artists (Ashley macomber, Clare e. rojas,  

C.r. stecyk iii, dan murphy, dmote, Jesse Geller, Josh Lazcano, KAWs, madsaki, Phil Frost,  

Pm tenore, r.Fong and stephen Powers), all of whom have in some way redefined the world  

of art through their own artistic sensibility, in producing Pressure.

 

Providing a new statement on a traditional sport and furthermore imparting a fresh insight into 

a subculture very much responsible for a new movement in popular culture, Pressure matches 

rVCA’s deep roots within the arts and Cinelli’s apparent appreciation for world class design.

 

debuting this unique collaboration to the worldwide art community, Pressure will launch at 

rVCA’s flagship gallery in san Francisco, the VAsF Gallery, on thursday, June 19, 2008 from 

7pm to 10pm. the show will run until July 31, 2008.



RVCA x Cinelli logo #11120179
Black (BLK) or White (Wht)

A B o U T  T H e  T- S H i R T S

A series of limited edition AnP t-shirts have been 

produced to commemorate this special collaboration. 

Available for purchase at a selection of key retailers 

including VAsF and online at www.rvca.com, the series 

only further showcases the like-minded nature of the 

rVCA and Cinelli brands and their ongoing devotion 

to the arts community. Participating artists include 

dmote, Josh Lazcano, madsaki and r.Fong.

100% Cotton standard t-shirt

Wholesale Price – $13.50

recommended retail Price – $28.00

order deadline– June 23, 2008

in-store delivery – August 1-31, 2008

For further information please contact your local  

rVCA rep or rVCA hQ: (949) 548 6223 | info@rvca.com



R.Fong comes from a background of creating unsanctioned work on city streets. over the years, his signature tags and markings have in-

serted elements of the individual and the handmade into a depersonalized urban landscape that is increasingly crowded with corporate logos, 

trademarks and advertisements. Working outdoors and in public spaces necessitates a certain anonymity for him and needs to be performed 

quickly and stealthily in areas that command maximum exposure. When this artist turns his ambition loose inside the museum, however, his 

artistic intentions change significantly with the context. in most instances, work commissioned for museum walls is no longer about pull-

ing off elaborate stunts and feats, seeing how precarious and high a wall or fence he has climbed, how secure an area he has penetrated, 

unnoticed, in broad daylight, under security surveillance. rather, its main concern is breaking down the concept of the museum as an elitist 

fortress, turning it inside out to welcome the gritty vitality and energetic pace of the city streets into its hushed gallery environment.
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R.Fong comes from a background of creating unsanctioned work on city streets. over the years, his signature tags and markings have in-

serted elements of the individual and the handmade into a depersonalized urban landscape that is increasingly crowded with corporate logos, 

trademarks and advertisements. Working outdoors and in public spaces necessitates a certain anonymity for him and needs to be performed 

quickly and stealthily in areas that command maximum exposure. When this artist turns his ambition loose inside the museum, however, his 

artistic intentions change significantly with the context. in most instances, work commissioned for museum walls is no longer about pull-

ing off elaborate stunts and feats, seeing how precarious and high a wall or fence he has climbed, how secure an area he has penetrated, 

unnoticed, in broad daylight, under security surveillance. rather, its main concern is breaking down the concept of the museum as an elitist 

fortress, turning it inside out to welcome the gritty vitality and energetic pace of the city streets into its hushed gallery environment.



RVCA x Cinelli x DmoTe #11120187
Black (BLK)

DmoTe hails from sydney, Australia, where there is no denying his influence on the global underground art scene. You mention graffiti in 

Australia, people say dmote. running the Australian graffiti scene for the past 10–15 years, dmote has accomplished a phenomenal plethora 

of work, and now, transcending into a fine arts-focused phase of his career, is bridging the gap between his roots in street, painting and a 

culture sensitive approach to commercial work. dmote’s style derives from his youth and life experiences while his inspirations come from 

the streets and graffiti. his paintings are a natural progression from a misspent youth to a new found maturity. his artistic ability lends itself 

to allow him to act as a designer, illustrator, painter and curator in addition to graffiti artist.



RVCA x Cinelli x mADSAki #11120182 
Black (BLK)

madsaki lives by the credo: “Anything goes! Life itself is about creating.” Born in osaka, Japan in 1974, he moved to new York 

City when he was six and spent the next 25 years in the Us. After receiving a BFA in Fine Arts from Parsons school of design, and 

spending three years as a bicycle messenger in new York, he now lives and works in tokyo. his work spans the gamut from 3-d 

to paintings to textual pieces. his art cannot be contained under any one category. madsaki has exhibited at the Parco museum, 

Gas/dyezu Gallery and at hysteric Glamour, tokyo, riviera Gallery, supreme trading Annex and daniel silverstein Gallery in nYC, 

amongst others around the world, and has published various books including Gas Book #19 with Jun takahashi and Intermission – 

Madsaki x Jun Takahashi for Undercover. 



RVCA x Cinelli x JoSH lAzCAno #11120188
Black (BLK)

Josh lazcano is a mixed media artist whose work combines an edgy street sensibility with self-irony. his work has 

been exhibited in the san Francisco Arts Commission Gallery ‘Untitled’ show, the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts 

‘ten By twenty’ show, the Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati’s ‘Beautiful Losers: Contemporary Art and street 

Culture’ show which traveled to the orange County museum of Art, the Gazonrouge Gallery in Athens, Greece, the 

sneeze 80 x 80, and in the 3 more Gallery in Brooklyn ‘todd James Presents’ show. his work has been written about 

in numerous publications including stephen Powers’ The Art of Getting Over (st. martin’s Press, 1999). he has an 

Associate degree in Art from skyline College (1996) and is currently an artist-in-residence at headlands Center for 

the Arts. Lazcano resides in san Francisco, UsA.


